Data dimensionality reduction is the mapping of data sets from high-dimensional feature space to low-dimensional feature space. Traditional principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm is a kind of commonly used data dimensionality reduction algorithm. The computation time of the traditional PCA is usually quite long that it cannot meet the requirement of the classification for real world problems. Through the study of mutual information credibility, a PCA data dimensionality reduction algorithm based on mutual information synthesize credibility is proposed. Firstly, the ideas of mutual information (MI), relative mutual information credibility (MIR) and absolute mutual information credibility (MIA) are introduced. Then the mutual information synthesize credibility (MIS) is solved according to MIA and MIR, and feature selection is carried out by using the mutual information synthesize credibility. Finally, PCA algorithm is used to reduce the dimension of the processed data, and KNN and SVM algorithms are used to classify the data after dimensionality reduction. Compared with traditional PCA and PCA based on information entropy (E-PCA) algorithms, the results indicate that the proposed algorithm can achieve a better effect on the dimensionality reduction result and has improved classification accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the development of information technology, we have gradually entered the era of big data [1] . The mining and analysis of big data can effectively explore and discover the effective information hidden in the data. However, in practical processing, the data we are faced with having a high dimension.
Traditional data mining technology needs higher requirements in processing such high-dimensional data, both in terms of resources and timeliness. Therefore, the high-dimensional data needs to be reduced the dimension.
Data dimensionality reduction is an attempt, which is to transform a high dimensional data set into a low-dimensional representation by linear or nonlinear mapping, so as to obtain a meaningful low-dimensional representation of high-dimensional data [2] . At present, data dimensionality reduction is widely used in image processing [3] , medicine [4] , photovoltaic industry [5] and other fields. Researchers at home and abroad have proposed many methods of dimensionality reduction, among which the most commonly used linear method is the principal component analysis data dimensionality reduction method [6] [7] introduced the principle of PCA algorithm and applied PCA algorithm to user information data, and the experiment proved that this method effectively reduced the data dimension, thus improving the data matching efficiency [8] introduced the idea of information entropy on the basis of PCA and improved the PCA algorithm. When processing data, this method first used information entropy feature screening, and then used PCA algorithm for dimensionality reduction. The result of dimensionality reduction was effectively improved, but the classification accuracy was not very good because the relationship between features and classes was not considered. Based on this, [9] introduced the idea of mutual information. By replacing covariance matrix with mutual information matrix, this algorithm could improve the classification accuracy of dimension reduced data effectively, but the validity of the selected feature subset was not good enough. In view of the above problems, this paper proposes a PCA algorithm based on mutual information comprehensive credibility-MIS-PCA.
RELATED WORK

Mutual Information
In information theory, mutual information (MI) is used to indicate the degree of interdependence between two variables [10] , and its calculation formula is:
Among them, i=1, 2,..., M, M is the number of categories. P(C i ) represents the frequency of C i classes in the sample data. P(W) is the probability that the sample contains feature W. P(C i |W) represents the conditional probability of C i when feature W is included in the sample data. It is not difficult to see that when feature W is independent of category C i , its correlation with the class is 0, and mutual information is 0. The smaller P(W) is, and the larger P(W|C i ) is, the more information feature W provides to category C i , and the more this feature can represent this class. Conversely, the results are reversed.
Absolute Mutual Information Credibility
Mutual information only considers the value with the largest correlation between feature attribute W and category C i (i=1, 2,..., M), and this value cannot fully measure the relationship between feature attribute W and information amount provided by various C i . For example, if the information provides by a certain feature attribute W to a certain category of C i is much more than that provides by W to other categories of C j (j=1,2,...,M, and j≠i), then this feature attribute shows a strong ability of class discrimination on C i . Based on the above, this paper introduces the concept of credibility in reference [11] and introduces absolute mutual information credibility. The specific definitions are shown in formula (2) and formula (3) below:
Among them, MIACredit stands for absolute mutual information credibility, commonly abbreviated as MIA, MaxMI represents the maximum mutual information value between each feature attribute and category C i . The specific calculation method of MaxMI is shown in formula (4) below.
Relative Mutual Information Credibility
Since absolute mutual information credibility only evaluates the maximum mutual information value between feature attribute W and C i of each category, however, the size of the value's classification significance needs to be further considered whether the value is significantly larger than the mutual information between the feature attribute and other categories. When the mutual information between features attribute W and category C i is the largest, but the mutual information between this feature attribute and other categories is also very large, the use of absolute mutual information credibility cannot fully explain whether it is suitable for this classification. Therefore, a relative scale, namely relative mutual information credibility, is defined to represent the measure of mutual information between feature attributes and categories. The specific definition is shown in the following formula (5) - (10) .
Where in, LessMI(W) represents the mutual information value between the feature attribute and other categories. LessMax(W) represents the maximum amount of mutual information between the feature attribute and other categories. The definition of MaxMI(W) is the same as formula (4) above, as shown in formula (11) below:
Synthesize Credibility of Mutual Information
Absolute credibility and relative credibility respectively examine mutual 538 information from different angles. In order to measure credibility more comprehensively, absolute mutual information credibility and relative mutual information credibility should be combined. Therefore, the comprehensive credibility of mutual information is defined in this paper, and the specific calculation is shown in the following formula (12):
DATA DIMENSION REDUCTION ALGORITHM BASED ON MUTUAL INFORMATION SYNTHESIZE CREDIBILITY (MIS-PCA)
Process Design
Principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm is a common linear dimensionality reduction method for data [12] . In this paper, an improved PCA algorithm based on mutual information reliability is proposed. The processing flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1 below.
Algorithm Design
The dimensionality reduction algorithm of PCA data based on mutual information synthesize credibility (MIS-PCA) have the same principle as that of PCA. The only difference is that the PCA algorithm is used to do a feature screening before dimension reduction. Set up comprehensive mutual information credibility threshold ɑ, filter out the nearly useless feature attribute of the original data information. The specific steps of MIS-PCA algorithm are shown below.
Input: data matrix U nxm , m represents the number of samples, and n represents the number of attributes. Mutual information synthesize reliability threshold ɑ, contribution rate l.
Step 1: The MI, MIA, MIR and MIS of each attribute are calculated, and the MIS and mutual information credibility threshold ɑ are compared. The new matrix A is obtained by feature selection.
Step 2: The PCA algorithm is used to reduce the dimension of matrix A. The operation is as follows:
1) The matrix Y nxm is obtained by conducting sample matrix centralization, where:
2) Find covariance matrix Cov:
3) Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. 4) Select the transform base.
The largest k eigenvalues are selected, and the corresponding k eigenvectors are taken as column vectors to form the eigenvector matrix P nxk .
5) Calculate the data matrix after dimension reduction In this algorithm, the contribution rate is the ratio of the sum of the selected eigenvalues to the sum of all the eigenvalues, which can be generally expressed by the following formula (16). In addition, in the design of the algorithm, k is not used as the parameter input. In fact, k is selected according to the contribution rate of eigenvalues. 
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EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
Experimental Environment and Data
In this paper, the experimental simulation is realized on the server with the help of software MatlabR2014a. The memory of the server is 64GB, the CPU is E5-2609, 8 core, and the main frequency is 1.70Hz.
In order to fully illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, this paper respectively selects one data set from two kinds of databases. Including: data set in USPS database [13] , the selected data set consists of 4407 instances, each with 2436 attributes and 12 category attributes. Among them, 3211 instances are used as training sets and 1196 instances are used as test sets. Sonar data set in UCI machine learning database [14] , which consists of 208 instances, 2 category attributes and 60 attributes. Among them, 40 instances are used as the test set and 168 instances are used as the training set.
Comparison and Analysis of Experimental Results
1) Dimensionality reduction results
The dimensionality reduction methods of PCA, E-PCA and MIS-PCA are used to conduct experiments in MATLAB. Among them, PCA, E-PCA and MIS-PCA determine K value according to the contribution rate l.
The dimensionality reduction results of the first data set are shown in TABLE I. As can be seen from the table, when l=1, K (PCA) =125, K (E-PCA) =104, and K (MIS-PCA) =62. Therefore, in the case of uniform distribution of information, for the data of 2436 dimensions, 129 principal components need to be retained through PCA to maintain the same information as the original data,114 principal components need to be retained after E-PCA, however, only 79 principal components need to be retained after MIS-PCA. TABLE II shows the results of dimensionality reduction processing of PCA, E-PCA and MIS-PCA when l=0.95. From the results of the dimension K, the dimensionality reduction results of MIS-PCA are better than PCA and E-PCA. The dimensionality reduction results of Sonar data set are shown in TABLE III. As can be seen from the table, when l=1, K (PCA) =35, K (E-PCA) =28, and K (MIS-PCA) =22. Therefore, for Sonar data, it needs to keep 35 principal components after PCA to keep the same information as the original data, 28 principal components need to be retained after E-PCA, however, and 22 principal components need to be retained after MIS-PCA. TABLE IV shows the results of dimensionality reduction processing of PCA, E-PCA and MIS-PCA when l=0.95, from the result dimension K, the result of MIS-PCA is better than the other two. 2) Classification accuracy In order to evaluate the contribution of dimensionality reduction data to classification accuracy, two classification algorithms, KNN and SVM, are selected for experiments in this paper. KNN and SVM algorithms are used to classify the data after dimensionality reduction of the two data sets selected in this paper. The classification accuracy results are shown in TABLE V and TABLE VI. By analyzing TABLE V and  TABLE VI , it can be concluded that after dimensionality reduction of original data by PCA and E-PCA methods, the accuracy of classification by KNN and SVM algorithms is lower than that of direct classification of original data. However, after dimension reduction by MIS-PCA, the classification accuracy of KNN and SVM algorithm is slightly higher than that of direct classification of original data. Therefore, 542 MIS-PCA is better than PCA and E-PCA in data classification accuracy. It can be clearly seen from Figure 4 and Figure 5 that, although the data classification accuracy after MIS-PCA dimension reduction is better than that after PCA and E-PCA dimension reduction, but compared with the original data, the accuracy of direct classification is only slightly improved, because MIS-PCA algorithm does not consider the distance of intra-class and inter-class too much in the process of dimensionality reduction. Therefore, our next work will fully introduce intra-class distance and inter-class distance into the algorithm, so as to better improve the discrimination ability of data low-dimensional representation. 
CONCLUSIONS
The traditional principal component analysis data dimensionality reduction method processing high dimension data, the time of it taken is too long, the result of dimensionality reduction is not good enough and the data classification accuracy after dimensionality reduction is not high. According to these the paper proposed a dimensionality reduction algorithm of MIS-PCA based on mutual information synthesize credibility. Make the MIS-PCA, PCA and E-PCA algorithms implement in MATLAB, and data classification experiments are carried out using KNN and SVM algorithms. The comparison of experimental results shows that MIS-PCA algorithm has better dimensionality reduction result, and the dimensionality reduction data has higher classification accuracy.
